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Including a slow-wave structure (SWS) on the anode in the conventional, planar, and inverted mag-

netron, we systematically study the linear stability of Brillouin flow, which is the prevalent flow in

crossed-field devices. The analytic treatment is fully relativistic and fully electromagnetic, and it

incorporates the equilibrium density profile, flow profile, and electric field and magnetic field pro-

files in the linear stability analysis. Using parameters similar to the University of Michigan’s recir-

culating planar magnetron, the numerical data show that the resonant interaction of the vacuum

circuit mode and the corresponding smooth-bore diocotron-like mode is the dominant cause for

instability. This resonant interaction is far more important than the intrinsic negative (positive)

mass property of electrons in the inverted (conventional) magnetron geometry. It is absent in either

the smooth-bore magnetron or under the electrostatic assumption, one or both of which was almost

always adopted in prior analytical formulation. This resonant interaction severely restricts the

wavenumber for instability to the narrow range in which the cold tube frequency of the SWS is

within a few percent of the corresponding smooth bore diocotron-like mode in the Brillouin flow.

Published by AIP Publishing. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4961917]

I. INTRODUCTION

There are two models to describe the motion of an elec-

tron in the basic state of a magnetron. The first is the single

particle orbit model,1 and the second is the Brillouin flow

model.2 In the single particle model, an electron emitted from

the cathode surface executes a cycloidal orbit before it returns

to the cathode. In the Brillouin flow model, the electrons form

a laminar shear flow, and each electron in the laminar flow

travels parallel to the cathode surface. Slater3 argued that the

Brillouin flow is the prevalent state relative to the single parti-

cle cycloidal orbit. Particle-in-cell simulations4–6 have since

shown the predominance of the Brillouin flow, as predicted

by Slater.3 The Buneman-Hartree condition (BH), which is

the operating condition for magnetrons, may also be derived

from either the single particle cycloidal orbit model7,8 or the

Brillouin flow model.9 The two BHs are different for cylindri-

cal geometry.9 It was also shown that the BH obtained from

the Brillouin flow model provided a much better agreement

for experiments and simulations of relativistic magnetrons

than the traditional BH that was derived from the single parti-

cle orbit theory.10 Thus, we provide here an in-depth analysis

of Brillouin flow stability. The important inclusion is in the

presence of a slow-wave structure (SWS). Our treatment is

fully relativistic and fully electromagnetic.

There has been a long history of study of the stability of

the Brillouin flow.11–18 These studies were developed in an

attempt to understand (a) magnetron startup and (b) noise gen-

eration mechanism. These two issues remain not well under-

stood to this date. A major deficiency in these stability studies

is that the slow-wave structure (SWS) on the anode circuit has

been largely ignored, i.e., the stability analysis applies only to

the smooth bore magnetron. This eliminates the entire class of

synchronous interaction between electrons and the SWS. The

underlying reason may easily be seen for a smooth bore planar

magnetron, where the phase velocity of any vacuum mode

along the direction of the electron flow is always larger than c

(c¼ light speed in vacuum), whereas the electron speed is

always less than c; so, synchronous interaction is impossible.

Particle-in-cell simulations including slow wave structures are

incapable of extracting small signal growth because of over-

mode and nonlinear behaviors, compounded by electrons gen-

erated and removed from the code, making growth of density

perturbations due to a single mode impossible to determine.

Our recent stability analysis18 of the Brillouin flow in a

smooth bore magnetron shows that the diocotron-like instabil-

ity in the shear flow is destabilized (stabilized) in the inverted

magnetron (conventional magnetron) geometry. This is con-

sistent with the expected negative mass (positive mass) behav-

ior of a single electron in the inverted (conventional)

magnetron which has the anode inside (outside) the cath-

ode.19–21 It is interesting that the negative mass effect on a

thin electron layer19,20 in the inverted magnetron configura-

tion is not destroyed by the substantial velocity spread that is

always present in the Brillouin flow. (Recall that the Brillouin

flow velocity is zero on the cathode and rises to a maximum

value at the top of the Brillouin hub, roughly in a linear fash-

ion.22,23) This analytical result is also consistent with simula-

tions of the recirculating planar magnetron which showed

enhanced bunching in the cylindrical bends of the inverted

magnetron configuration where there is no SWS in the circu-

lar bends.24–26 However, these smooth bore magnetron studies

could not explain why the widely deployed conventional mag-

netrons, which always have SWS, could have a fast startup

despite the stabilizing positive mass effects.19–21

In this paper, we include a SWS in the anode. The SWS

introduces possible resonance between the waves on the

slow wave circuit and a class of electrons within the
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Brillouin hub. This resonant interaction dominates over the

negative/positive mass effect, and it becomes the main cause

of the instability. Our data show that this resonant instability

in a SWS conventional magnetron may even have a higher

growth rate than the resonant instability in the SWS inverted

magnetron. Contrary to the smooth bore magnetron, this res-

onant instability can occur only over a rather restricted range

of wavenumber, in which the cold tube frequency of the

SWS is close to the real part of the eigenfrequency for the

Brillouin flow in the corresponding smooth bore magnetron.

This paper will include fully relativistic and fully elec-

tromagnetic formulation of the eigenvalue solutions for the

linear stability of Brillouin flow in a SWS structure, in both

planar magnetron (Fig. 1), and cylindrical conventional and

inverted magnetrons (Fig. 6 below). The periodic boundary

conditions that result from the SWS mean that solutions

must now include space harmonics both in the vacuum

region27 and within the Brillouin flow.10 The equilibrium

density profile, flow profile, and DC electric and DC mag-

netic field profiles of the Brillouin flow9,22,23 are used in the

governing linearized equation for stability. This equation

will be integrated for each space harmonic and matched with

the vacuum field solution. The formulation and numerical

results are presented in Section II for planar magnetron,

using the parameters similar to our Recirculating Planar

Magnetron (RPM) experiments.26 The corresponding theory

and numerical results for cylindrical conventional and

inverted magnetrons are presented in Section III, using simi-

lar dynamical parameters as the planar SWS magnetron in

Section II. Concluding remarks are given in Section IV.

II. PLANAR BRILLOUIN FLOW

The geometry for the system is shown in Figure 1. The

cathode is located at x¼ 0, and the anode is at x¼ xa; the

anode SWS has a period L, cavity width wc, and cavity

height h. The Brillouin flow is in the y-direction, extending

from the cathode surface to x¼ xb (the y¼ 0 axis is along the

center line of a cavity), the DC gap voltage is V, and the

external magnetic field (in vacuum) is B0. The base case

parameters are specified in the caption of Fig. 1. The dimen-

sions of the SWS are based on the RPM-12a, which was

tested at The University of Michigan.26 The relativistic

Brillouin flow equilibrium15 is assumed to be the same as a

smooth-bore anode. This assumption is justified by the

boundary condition that requires the field to be normal to the

cathode.10 The non-uniformity of Ey caused by the periodic

SWS is greatly reduced some distance below the anode.10

We thus assume that the equilibrium Brillouin flow with the

SWS is the same as the equilibrium Brillouin flow with a

smooth-bore anode at x ¼ xa.15

The last assumption means that the governing equation

for electron motion and the jump condition across the outer-

most layer of the Brillouin hub are the same as those pre-

sented in Ref. 28 for the smooth-bore anode,18 for each of

the space harmonics of the RF field ~E (which now contains

space harmonics27), both within the Brillouin flow and in the

vacuum region. These space harmonics must be matched to

the perturbations within the Brillouin flow. The vacuum

fields in these geometries have been derived in the litera-

ture,27,29 so they will be presented with minimal derivation.

The periodic vacuum fields have, according to the Floquet

theorem,27 the form given below, for xb < x < xa (Figure 1),

E ¼
X1

n¼�1
ðx̂ExnðxÞ þ ŷEynðxÞÞejðxt�knyÞ; (1)

H ¼
X1

n¼�1
ẑHznðxÞejðxt�knyÞ; (2)

kn ¼ k0 þ 2pn=L; (3)

where n ¼ 0;61;62; … . Each value of n corresponds to a

space harmonic. Solving Maxwell’s equations within the

vacuum region, xb < x < xa gives the form of each of these

fields

HznðxÞ ¼ Bncoshðsnðx� xaÞÞ þ Cnsinhðsnðx� xaÞÞ; (4)

Exn xð Þ ¼ � kn

x�0

Bncosh sn x� xað Þð Þ þ Cnsinh sn x� xað Þð Þ
� �

;

(5)

Eyn xð Þ ¼ � sn

jx�0

Bn sinh sn x� xað Þð Þ þ Cncosh sn x� xað Þð Þ
� �

;

(6)

where sn ¼ ðk2
n � x2=c2Þ1=2

, and Cn and Bn are constants.

We assume a TEM mode within the cavities,

xa < x < xv, as was done in Refs. 27, 30, and 31, so the field

over one period (L) is given by

Ey x; yð Þ ¼ D sin
x
c

x� xvð Þ
� �

;�wc

2
< y <

wc

2
0; otherwise;

8<
: (7)

ExðxÞ ¼ 0; (8)

Hz xð Þ ¼ j
�0

l0

� �1=2

D cos
x
c

x� xvð Þ
� �

; (9)

where D is a constant. The boundary condition that Ey be

continuous at the cavity mouth (x ¼ xa;�L=2 < y < L=2) is

then given by

FIG. 1. Diagram of a planar magnetron with a slow wave structure. The

base case parameters for stability analysis are: xa ¼ 3:9 cm, xb ¼ 1:54 cm,

L ¼ 3:84 cm, wc ¼ 1.92 cm, h ¼ 6:31 cm, B0 ¼ 0:0645 T, and V ¼ 300 kV.
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1

j�0x

X1
n¼�1

snCne�jkny ¼
D sin

xh

c

� �
;
�wc

2
< y <

wc

2

0;
wc

2
< jyj < L

2
;

8>>><
>>>:

(10)

where h ¼ xv � xa. This equation is a Fourier series, so solv-

ing for the coefficients produces

Cn ¼ jx�0

D

sn

wC

L
sin

xh

c

� �
sin hnð Þ

hn
; (11)

where hn ¼ knwc=2. The second boundary condition is that

the average magnetic field over the cavity mouth is continu-

ous. This boundary condition becomes

j
�0

l0

� �1=2

D cos
xh

c

� �
¼ 1

wc

ðwc=2

�wc=2

X1
n¼�1

Bne�jkny

 !
dy:

(12)

After performing the integration and moving the term D into

the sum (since it is constant), Eq. (12) becomes

j
�0

l0

� �1=2

cos
xh

c

� �
¼
X1

n¼�1

Bn

D

sin hnð Þ
hn

: (13)

Equation (11) can be solved for D, which is substituted into

Eq. (13) to get the final vacuum boundary equation

1� x
c

tan
xh

c

� �
wc

L

X1
n¼�1

1

sn

Bn

Cn

sin hn

hn

� �2

¼ 0: (14)

The ratio of Bn=Cn is still needed in order to solve Eq.

(14). In order to find this value, we must make the assump-

tion that each vacuum space harmonic creates a correspond-

ing mode within the Brillouin hub. For each wavenumber kn,

the value for the ratio of /0nðxbÞ=/nðxbÞ from the numerical

solution (where /n is a perturbation quantity) within the

Brillouin flow (taking into account the jump condition at

x ¼ xb) is set equal to the ratio of /0nðxbÞ=/nðxbÞ of the vac-

uum field at x ¼ xb. The hub potential, /, is essentially the

tangential electric field, Ey. This boundary condition was

also used in the derivation of the dispersion relation for thin

beams in SWS, in which each space harmonic creates a cor-

responding density and current perturbation in the linear

theory.30,31

The value for the hub potential within the Brillouin

hub for each space harmonic must be numerically inte-

grated from the governing eigenvalue equation, which is

derived in Ref. 28 as Eq. (93). The jump condition is found

by integrating the eigenvalue equation across the edge of

the Brillouin flow, described (but not shown explicitly) in

Ref. 28, and is given by Eq. (4) of Ref. 18 for electrostatic

modes.

The jump condition will be given for the cylindrical

Brillouin flow in the Appendix. Together with the jump con-

dition, the hub potential just outside the Brillouin hub is

matched to the vacuum solution (Eq. (6))

/0n xbð Þ
/n xbð Þ

¼ sn
Bn cosh snW þ Cn sinh snW½ �
Bn sinh snW þ Cn cosh snW½ � ; (15)

where W ¼ xa � xb and the left side of the equation is known

from integrating over the Brillouin flow, incorporating the

jump condition as explained in the preceding paragraph.

Equation (15) can be rearranged to find Bn=Cn

Bn

Cn
¼

sinh snWð Þ �
/0n xbð Þ

sn/n xbð Þ
cosh snWð Þ

/0n xbð Þ
sn/n xbð Þ

sinh snWð Þ � cosh snWð Þ
; (16)

which can be used to solve Eq. (14). Equation (14) then

becomes the hot tube dispersion relation. It contains an infi-

nite sum, which has been tested empirically for different

numbers of terms and shows almost no variation in solutions

for jnj � 4 (9 terms). The results presented in this paper will

use up to jnj ¼ 5.

In the limit that the Brillouin hub height approaches the

cathode, /n1 approaches zero. In this limit, Bn=Cn simply

becomes �cothðsnxaÞ, and Eq. (14) reduces to the cold-tube

dispersion relation of the SWS.27

Solutions to Eq. (14) as a function of wavenumber will

be presented in this section, while additional parameter

sweeps10 will be discussed. In addition, it will be argued that

the diocotron-like instability found in the planar smooth-

bore magnetrons interacts with the resonant mode created by

the SWS circuit, and that this interaction explains the shape

of the parameter sweeps. More specifically, it will be shown

that the maximum growth occurs when the real part of the

frequency of the diocotron-like instability (in the corre-

sponding smooth-bore geometry) and the SWS cold tube fre-

quency are almost equal, and that the system stabilizes as

these two frequencies diverge. To this end, the smooth-bore

anode solutions to the same geometry (without the cavities)

and operating parameters will be presented. The eigenvalue

frequency is written as x ¼ xr � ixi so that xi is the growth

rate. The hot tube SWS eigenvalue solutions will be referred

to as xsws ¼ xsws
r � ixsws

i , the hot tube smooth-bore eigen-

value as xsb ¼ xsb
r � ixsb

i , and the cold tube frequency of

the SWS will be xct. We shall show that instability occurs
only when xsws

r � xsb
r � xct.

The base geometry has the dimensions of the planar sec-

tion of the RPM-12a:26 an Anode-Cathode (AK) gap width

xa¼ 3.9 cm, a period L¼ 3.84 cm, a vane width wc ¼ L=2,

equal to half the period, and a vane height of h¼ 6.31 cm

(see also Fig. 1). The operating conditions have been chosen

so that the eigenvalue solution to the base case has an imagi-

nary component at the fixed p-mode (k0 ¼ p=L) which is the

usual operating mode in a SWS magnetron, where the RF

fields change sign in adjacent cavities. The operating condi-

tions are 0.0645 T and 300 keV, which put the Brillouin hub

height at xb ¼ 1.54 cm, about half of the AK gap width xa.

The base case is operated in p-mode, which corresponds to

k0 ¼ 81:8 rad/m. For this section, p-mode will refer to the

wavenumber (or azimuthal mode number, for the cylindrical

magnetrons) at which there is a p phase shift in the electric
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field between adjacent cavities, and not the cold tube fre-

quency that corresponds to this shift. At these parameters,

xsws
i =xsws

r is �3%, which is on the order of the peak value for

the instability growth rate for the parameter sweeps that will

be presented in this section. The cold tube dispersion relation

is shown in black in Figure 2, along with the line representing

the maximum electron frequency (in red) in the Brillouin hub

(defined as xeðkÞ � v0ðxbÞ � k0) and the real part of the eigen-

value solution (xsws
r ¼ 6:51	 109 rad/s at the p-mode).

The base case has p-mode operation (k0 ¼ 81:8 rad=m).

The real part of the hot tube frequency is found to be linear

with wavenumber, represented by the solid blue line in Figure

3, which shows the parameter sweep in the wavenumber k0.

The imaginary part (i.e., the growth rate) shows a symmetric

profile around a central peak of 80 rad/m as shown in the solid

green curve in Figure 3. It extends for 4% of the wavenumber

at peak growth in either direction before stabilizing.

Wavenumbers k0 from 30 to 90 rad/m were tested; only those

plotted in Figure 3 showed growth with the SWS anode. This

includes the intersection of xe and xct at k0¼ 38 rad/m

shown in Figure 2. The smooth-bore anode shows no growth

in this region, as shown in the dashed green line in Fig. 3.

Figure 2 shows that there is always an electron layer

within the Brillouin hub that is synchronous with the RF in

the cold tube for all wavenumbers larger than the intersection

point at 38 rad/m (Figure 2), and yet Figure 3 shows that syn-

chronism only produces growth for the range of wavenumbers

between 77 and 83 rad/m. A comparison of xr for the

smooth-bore and xct shows that very close to the point at

which they intersect each other xi for the SWS is at a maxi-

mum. The true maximum peak for xi for the SWS occurs at

80 rad/m, while the intersection of xr for the smooth-bore and

cold tube occurs at 80.2 rad/m. xr for the SWS lies between

the smooth-bore and cold tube values, and is very close to the

average value of two (xrðaverageÞ ¼ xct=2þ xsb
r =2). This

relation, where xsws
r is the average of xct and xsb

r , will hold

true for p-mode results, but not for the results at other modes,

as will be shown in Figure 4. As xct and xsb
r diverge, the hot

tube growth rate in the SWS, xsws
i , decreases. When the dif-

ference between xct and xsb
r exceeds about 4%, xsws

i ! 0,

and the system becomes stable. This strongly suggests that the

SWS resonantly excites the diocotron instability in the

Brillouin flow. This synchronous instability is absent in the

corresponding smooth-bore magnetron under the electrostatic

approximation.

Additional parameter sweeps were performed, which

include varying voltage and magnetic field while keeping the

Brillouin hub height constant, varying voltage and Brillouin

hub height while keeping magnetic field constant, and chang-

ing the cavity depth xv. The three main trends that are com-

mon to all sweeps are (a) that the maximum growth rate

occurs very close to (although not exactly at) the point at

which xct and xsb
r intersect, (b) that xsws

r is nearly the aver-

age of xct and xsb
r , and (c) that a small difference (up to

�8%) in xct and xsb
r leads to stabilization of the system.

Figure 4 shows a sweep of wavenumber for xb¼ 2.5 cm;

this hub height is obtained by raising the gap voltage, but fix-

ing the magnetic field and all other parameters equal to the

base case. Figure 4 has two regions of instability for the SWS

magnetron (solid green line). The first one, for 27 rad/m

<k0 < 57 rad/m, follows the same three trends as the sweeps

of wavenumber. Sweeps in cavity height and magnetic field

also show the same trend.10 The second region of instability

(Fig. 4) occurs when the wavenumber exceeds 70 rad/m.

The start of this instability roughly coincides with the

start of instability growth in the smooth-bore magnetron

(ko > 65 rad/m). The instability is an order of magnitude

lower than the peak instability growth rate at k0¼ 45 rad/m

and continues to a wavenumber of about 90 rad/m. The sec-

ond instability differs from the first in a number of ways.

The growth for the second instability occurs in a region in

which xct (black curve) and xsb
r (dashed blue curve) differ

FIG. 2. Base case (k0 ¼ 81:8 rad/m corresponding to p-mode) plot of cold

tube dispersion relation (xct), beam line with maximum velocity (xe), and

value for the real part of x from the eigenvalue solution (xsws
r ).

FIG. 3. Eigenvalue solutions for xr and xi as a function of k0, with all other

parameters equal to the base case (shown as the vertical dotted line). Solid

lines correspond to SWS and dashed lines to smooth-bore.

FIG. 4. Eigenvalue solutions for xr and xi as a function of k0 for

xb¼ 0.025 m, by raising the gap voltage, with all other parameters equal to the

base case.
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by a factor of �2, whereas these frequencies are roughly

equal for the first instability. In the first instability, xsws
r

(solid blue curve) is nearly the average of xct (black curve)

and xsb
r (dashed blue curve), while in the second instability,

xsws
r is just slightly higher than xct and does not appear to

be influenced by xsb
r . This suggests that the second instabil-

ity represents a mild destabilization of the cold tube mode

by the diocotron effect. Note that at k0 � 45 rad/m,

xsws
i =xsws

r � 20%, implying a very high growth rate. This

high growth rate is probably due to much larger hub height

xb, making the fringing field at the vane more appreciable at

the synchronous electron layer.

Figure 5 has a separation of the strong instability in the

SWS and the onset of instability in the smooth-bore magne-

tron. This separation is a result of the geometry chosen, and

it is instructive to change the geometry to such an extent that

both the SWS and smooth-bore magnetrons are unstable at

the same operating parameters and wavenumbers. Figure 5

shows a sweep of h at xb¼ 0.025 m and p-mode. The

smooth-bore magnetron is unstable in this figure as shown

by the dashed green line. The cold tube frequency of the

SWS magnetron (black line) is changed as h is changed,

leading to a region where the SWS magnetron experiences

the strong instability (h < 0:032 m). The weaker instability

region (0.04 m<h < 0.08 m) is also present here. There is no

smooth transition of the weak instability region to the strong

instability region, as shown in Figure 5. When xct

approaches xsb
r , the synchronous instability starts, and its

growth rate is �3 times larger than the diocotron-like only

instability present in the smooth-bore magnetron.

The results presented in this section support the argu-

ment made at the beginning that the strong instability is a

result of an interaction between the layer of electrons subject

to the diocotron-like instability and the resonance caused by

the SWS. The figures show close agreement between the

cold tube and smooth-bore frequencies in the regions in

which the SWS magnetron is unstable. In general (although

there is a small exception in Figure 4), the SWS unstable

mode’s frequency lies between the cold tube and smooth-

bore frequencies.

The weak instability behaves differently. It appears to

coincide with the start of the diocotron-like instability in the

smooth-bore magnetron; however, it occurs very near the

cold tube frequency and quite far from the smooth-bore dio-

cotron frequency. Also of interest is there is no smooth tran-

sition between this weak instability and the strong

synchronous instability.

III. CYLINDRICAL BRILLOUIN FLOW

The basic geometry of the cylindrical magnetron with

SWS is shown in Figure 6 for the conventional (left) and

inverted magnetron (right). The Brillouin flow region is

marked in red. In the conventional (inverted) magnetron, the

cathode is on the inside (outside) and the anode is on the out-

side (inside). The base geometry of the cylindrical magne-

tron is similar to the planar section of the RPM-12a that was

presented in Section II. This design was chosen so that a

comparison could be made between the planar, conventional,

and inverted magnetrons. The parameters of the base geome-

try are listed in Table I. The parameters that are common to

the base case of all three geometries (planar, conventional,

and inverted) are given in bold in Table I.

For the base case of the cylindrical magnetron, the inner

radius (rc for the conventional, ra for the inverted) is 10 cm

and the outer radius is 13.9 cm, resulting in an AK gap of

3.9 cm which is the same as the planar geometry. The cavity

height h is 6.31 cm, so rv is 20.21 cm for the conventional

magnetron and 3.69 cm for the inverted. We assume that

there are N¼ 16 cavities in both designs, and the p-mode has

an azimuthal mode number l¼ 8. The number of cavities is

chosen to keep the distance traveled by an electron over one

FIG. 5. Eigenvalue solutions for xr and xi at p-mode as a function of h at

xb¼ 2.5 cm, by raising the gap voltage, but fixing the magnetic field and all

other parameters equal to the base case. Solid lines correspond to SWS and

dashed lines to smooth-bore.

TABLE I. Operational parameters and geometry for the base case conven-

tional and inverted magnetrons. Quantities that are the same between the

two types and the planar magnetron are highlighted in bold.

Parameter Conventional Inverted

Cathode radius: rc 10 cm 13.9 cm

Anode radius: ra 13.9 cm 10 cm

AK gap: jrc � raj 3.9 cm 3.9 cm

Brillouin hub: jrb � rcj 1.54 cm 1.54 cm

h : jrv � raj 6.31 cm 6.31 cm

Magnetic field: B0 0.0645 T 0.0645 T

Applied voltage: V 238 kV 378 kV

Number of cavities: N 16 16

FIG. 6. Geometry of conventional (left) and inverted (right) cylindrical mag-

netrons. Graphs are not drawn to scale but are proportionally correct for the

base case.
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period roughly equal to the planar period of L¼ 3.84 cm.

The magnetic field is held constant at 0.0645 T, which results

in a voltage of 238 kV for the conventional magnetron and

378 kV for the inverted magnetron (Table I).

As in Section II, the procedure for deriving the hot tube

dispersion relation for the cylindrical magnetrons is the same

as the planar geometry. For the cylindrical geometry (Figure

6), the small signal RF fields in between rb and ra are given

by, assuming ejxt�jnh dependence,

Hznðr; hÞ ¼ BnJnðprÞ þ CnYnðprÞ; (17)

Ern r; hð Þ ¼ �xl0

p2

n

r

� �
BnJn prð Þ þ CnYn prð Þ
� �

; (18)

Ehn r; hð Þ ¼ jxl0

p

� �
BnJ0n prð Þ þ CnY0n prð Þ
� �

; (19)

where p ¼ x=c, and the prime denotes differentiation of the

standard Bessel functions Jn and Yn with respect to their

argument. The azimuthal electric field in each vane entrance

(r ¼ ra) is assumed to be constant, D, so that the RF fields

within the vane (r between ra and rv) are given by

Eh r; hð Þ ¼ D
J00 prð ÞY00 prvð Þ � J00 prvð ÞY00 prð Þ

J00 prað ÞY00 prvð Þ � J00 prvð ÞY00 prað Þ

" #
e�j2qlp=N;

2qp
N
� h0 < h <

2qp
N
þ h0

0; otherwise

;

8><
>: (20)

Erðr; hÞ ¼ 0; (21)

Hz r; hð Þ ¼ pD

jxl0

J0 prð ÞY00 prvð Þ � J00 prvð ÞY0 prð Þ
J00 prað ÞY00 prvð Þ � J00 prvð ÞY00 prað Þ

" #
e�j2qlp=N;

(22)

where Eq. (20) applies to the qth cavity entrance which sub-

tended an azimuthal angle 2h0,31 q ¼ 1; 2;…N; and N is the

number of cavities. The boundary conditions at the vane

entrance are that the azimuthal electric field is matched

exactly, and that only the average magnetic field is matched.

As with the planar case, the first boundary condition leads to

a set of Fourier coefficients

D
Nh0

p

� �
sin nh0ð Þ

nh0

� �
¼ jxl0

p

� �
BnJ0n prað Þ þ CnY0n prað Þ
� �

;

(23)

where the periodicity of the electric field in the vanes means

that the values of n can be restricted to n ¼ lþ mN, where

l ¼ 0; 1; 2; …; N � 1, and m can be any integer including

zero. The l ¼ 0 mode is called the zero-mode (or 2p-mode),

meaning that there is no (or 2p) phase shift between the

neighboring cavities in the RF fields. The l ¼ N=2 mode is

called the p-mode. For each l, the m ¼ 0 mode is called the

fundamental mode, and other values of m are known as the

m th space harmonic. The average magnetic field boundary

condition leads to31

pDe�
jq2lp

N

jxl0

F ¼ 1

2h0

X1
m¼�1

BnJn prað Þ þ CnYn prað Þ
� �

	 2 sin nh0ð Þ
n

e�
j2qpn

N ; (24)

where

F ¼
J0 prað ÞY00 prvð Þ � J00 prvð ÞY0 prað Þ
J00 prað ÞY00 prvð Þ � J00 prvð ÞY00 prað Þ

: (25)

The exponents on both sides of Eq. (24) cancel exactly

because they differ by e�j2qmNp, which is unity, as q, m, and

N are integers. Dividing Eq. (24) by D, and using Eq. (23)

for D, results in a final equation

F� Nh0

p

X1
m¼�1

Jn prað Þ þ
Cn

Bn
Yn prað Þ

� �

J0n prað Þ þ
Cn

Bn
Y0n prað Þ

� � sin nh0ð Þ
nh0

� �2

¼ 0:

(26)

We use Eq. (14) of Ref. 19 to numerically integrate the

solution /0n1ðrbÞ=/n1ðrbÞ within the Brillouin flow for each

space harmonic, where /n1 is the eigenfunction proportional

to the RF azimuthal electric field. We apply the jump condi-

tion, given in the Appendix, across the top of the Brillouin

hub, r ¼ rb (Figure 6). We may define a normalized imped-

ance, bn, in terms of this numerically integrated value of

/0n1ðrbÞ=/n1ðrbÞ (plus the jump condition) as

bn ¼
iErn

Ehr

����
rvac

¼ � nrb

p2r2
b � n2

/0n1 rbð Þ
/n1 rbð Þ

����
rvac

; (27)

which is numerically obtained using the procedure outlined

in the Appendix. Equation (27) must be equated to the nor-

malized impedance obtained from the vacuum field solution

at r ¼ rb, for each space harmonic

bn ¼ �
n

prb

BnJn prbð Þ þ CnYn prbð Þ
BnJ0n prbð Þ þ CnY0n prbð Þ

 !
: (28)

From Eq. (28), the ratio Cn=Bn is given by
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Cn

Bn
¼ �

bnrbp

n
J0n prbð Þ þ Jn prbð Þ

bnrbp

n
Y0n prbð Þ þ Yn prbð Þ

: (29)

Upon substituting Eq. (29) into (26), with the understanding

that bn in Eq. (29) is now given in terms of the numerically

integrated value of /0n1ðrbÞ=/n1ðrbÞ (plus the jump condition)

defined in (27), Eq. (26) is the hot tube dispersion relation.

As with the planar case, in the limit that the Brillouin hub

approaches the cathode, rb ! rc, Eh ! 0, and bn !1 by

Eq. (27). Thus, Cn=Bn ! �J0nðprbÞ=Y0nðprbÞ ffi �J0nðprcÞ=
Y0nðprcÞ by Eq. (29), and the hot tube dispersion relation (26)

then reduces to the traditional cold tube dispersion relation

for the cylindrical magnetron.29,31

This section will cover the solutions to Eq. (26) for both

the conventional and inverted magnetrons. The parameter

sweeps will focus on the azimuthal mode number l, although

the sweeps of magnetic field B, Brillouin hub height

jrb � rcj, and vane height h ¼ jrv � raj, analogous to parame-

ters discussed in the planar flow section (i.e., k0, B, xb; h)

have also been performed.10 In addition, the effect of curva-

ture on the magnetic field sweep will be explored by chang-

ing the inner and outer radii and cavity number while

keeping the AK gap and the distance traveled by an electron

over one period (L¼ 3.84 cm) approximately constant.

In this section, it will be argued that the cylindrical

Brillouin flow in a magnetron with a SWS is unstable when

xsws
r � xsb

r � xct. This is the same instability condition as

the Brillouin flow in a planar SWS magnetron. Furthermore,

the peak normalized growth rate (xi=xr) does not appear to

be influenced by the negative mass effect, as it is similar for

both the conventional and inverted magnetrons (with the

conventional magnetron showing slightly larger growth).

The synchronous instability appears to be the dominant

cause of instability growth, although curvature does have an

effect on the range of unstable parameters and the overall

magnitude of their instability.

Figure 7 shows the dispersion relation for the conven-

tional (a) and inverted (b) magnetrons along with the base

case beam lines and the eigenvalue solutions for each mode

at the base case parameters (Table I). The maximum electron

frequency within the Brillouin hub is now defined as

xeðlÞ � v0ðrbÞ � l=rb. The inverted magnetron operates at a

higher frequency than the conventional magnetron for a

given mode number. The cavities conform to the cylindrical

coordinate system, as shown in Figure 6, so the conventional

magnetron has a greater RF path length for the same h value

than the inverted magnetron.

The eigenvalue solutions in Figure 7 are at discrete

points, since the azimuthal mode number, l, must be an inte-

ger. The hollow circular points represent the hot tube SWS

solutions, while the plus signs represent the hot tube smooth-

bore solutions. The solid circles are the result of the solutions

overlapping. Both the conventional and inverted magnetrons

show instability at the mode number where xsb
r is closest to

xct. This instability has a normalized growth rate (xi=xr) of

3.6% for the conventional magnetron and 2.2% for the

inverted magnetron. In contrast, the peak xi=xr values for the

smooth-bore magnetrons are 2.1% and 7.7%, respectively.

Also of note, xsb
r is approximately 5	 109 rad/s below xe,

which is quite similar to the non-relativistic planar asymptotic

formulation that predicts a difference of 0:55 � xc.11 Here,

xcðrÞ � eBðrÞ=mcðrÞ, which is a constant 1:03	 1010 rad/s

for relativistic planar Brillouin flow, and varies by less than

2% over the Brillion hub in the cylindrical base cases.

The conventional magnetron (Fig. 7(a)) has a few l
modes with lower growth rate at the point at which xsb

r inter-

sects the second frequency band of the cold tube around

l ¼ 12; 13, although the inverted magnetron (Fig. 7(b))

shows no such growth at that point. At high mode numbers

(l> 11), both magnetrons show a transition in xsws
r from the

first frequency band of the cold tube to the second. This is

coincident with the onset of instability in the smooth-bore

magnetron, although it does not appear to cause additional

instability growth for either SWS magnetron. One possible

explanation for this behavior is that if xsws
r were to follow

xct in the high mode number region as xct returns to 0

(11 < l� 16), then the synchronous layer would approach

the cathode and be shielded from the interaction region by

the bulk of the Brillouin flow. The general behavior follows

the three main trends identified for the planar geometry and

featured in the analogous planar wavenumber sweep.

An examination of the maximum normalized growth

rates between the conventional and inverted magnetrons sug-

gests that the conventional magnetron has a slightly higher

normalized maximum growth rate (not shown). The values

FIG. 7. Eigenvalue and cold tube solutions, along with the beam line xe, for

(a) conventional and (b) inverted cylindrical magnetron for xr and xi as a

function of l, with all other parameters equal to the base case. Circular markers

correspond to SWS, plus sign markers to smooth-bore. The filled circles are

intersections of the empty circles and the plus sign markers and indicate that

the SWS and smooth-bore frequencies are the same for that mode.
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of xsws
i for the conventional and inverted magnetrons are

actually closer than the normalized growth rates. With the

data presented here, it is not possible to determine if the

inverted SWS magnetrons are inherently more stable than

their conventional counterparts. However, it is clear that the

negative mass effect, which is held responsible for the peak

xsb
i =x

sb
r (green crosses/blue circles in Figures 7(a) and 7(b))

for the inverted magnetron being over three times larger than

the conventional magnetron in Figure 7, is not having the

same effect in the presence of a SWS. Figure 8 shows that

the instability growth of the SWS magnetron (solid green

line), which is attributed to synchronous interaction with the

SWS circuit, does not appear to be influenced by the instabil-

ity growth due to the negative mass effect in the smooth-

bore magnetron (dashed green line), despite having the same

Brillouin flow profile.

Figure 9 shows the final sweep of magnetic field for

different inner radii of the AK gap. The inner and outer

radii of the AK gap (the anode and cathode) are changed in

tandem, keeping the AK gap separation constant. The gap

voltage is also changed so that the Brillouin hub height

jrb � rcj is constant. In addition, the number of cavities

scales with the inner radius, to keep the electron path length

over one period roughly a constant (for rinner ¼ 10;

15; 20 cm, N¼16;24;32). Both the conventional and

inverted magnetrons show a trend toward smaller normal-

ized growth rate peaks at lower magnetic fields as the inner

radius is increased. The planar data is included here for

comparison. The cylindrical magnetrons show a clear trend

toward the planar magnetron as the inner radius increases,

bringing the geometry closer to planar.

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Instability growth rates on the equilibrium Brillouin flow

in a magnetron with a SWS anode are presented here for the

first time. Analysis of the planar magnetron shows that insta-

bility growth is at its strongest when the real part of the fre-

quency of the diocotron instability in the corresponding

smooth-bore magnetron and the cold tube resonant frequency

of the SWS has almost the same value. The instability van-

ishes as these two frequencies diverge, which means that the

range of instabilities is relatively narrow. At the p-mode, most

parameters can only be varied 68% from their value at the

peak of instability growth before the system stabilizes.

The cylindrical magnetrons are investigated next, and

they show the same trends as the planar magnetron, although

they exhibit a larger normalized growth rate for similar oper-

ational parameters. A comparison between the conventional

and inverted cylindrical magnetrons shows that the conven-

tional magnetron has a higher normalized growth rate. In

contrast, the negative mass instability led to a significantly

larger growth in the inverted geometry for smooth-bore

magnetrons.

It appears that the dynamical behavior, which includes

the negative/positive mass effects due to cylindrical geome-

tries, and the intrinsic diocotron effects associated with the

shear flow are strongly affected by the presence of SWS.

Smooth-bore magnetrons are unlikely to achieve synchro-

nism because of the constraint of vðrcÞ ¼ 0. This severely

limits the velocity in the E	 B drift.
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APPENDIX: JUMP CONDITION FOR CYLINDRICAL
BRILLOUIN FLOW

The quantity /0n1ðrbÞ=/n1ðrbÞjrvac
in Eq. (27) is given

by10

/0n1

/n1

���
rvac

¼
~A rhubð Þ
~A rvacð Þ

/0n1

/n1

���
rhub

þ 1

rb
~A rvacð Þ

x
X

X
x
� 1

c2
0

� �
1

x0

x0n 1þ hð Þ
DD

� �" #
rhub

;

(A.1)

FIG. 8. Eigenvalue and cold tube solutions for an inverted cylindrical mag-

netron for xr and xi as a function of rb, adjusting the voltage to keep a con-

stant B, with all other parameters equal to the base case.

FIG. 9. Normalized growth rate as a function of magnet field (B) at p-mode

for conventional cylindrical (solid), inverted cylindrical (dashed-dot), and

planar (dot) magnetrons. The voltage is adjusted to keep a constant hub

width jrb � rcj. The inner and outer radii are also changed to keep a constant

AK gap constant, and the number of cavities is changed to keep the electron

path length per period roughly constant.
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where rvac ¼ rb þ �, rhub ¼ rb � �, and �! 0 (� is positive

for conventional magnetrons, negative for inverted). On the

right-hand side of Eq. (A.1), /0n1=/n1jrhub
is obtained from

the numerical solution to Eq. (14) of Ref. 19, for each spatial

harmonic

r
d

dr
r ~A

d/
dr

� �
þ ~C/ ¼ 0; (A.2)

where the functions ~A; ~C; D; D; X are defined. The equilib-

rium profile (density, velocity, and DC electric and magnetic

field) for the relativistic cylindrical Brillouin flow9,22,23 is

used in Eq. (A.2).
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